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Introduction
This briefing compares the cost of prisoner places across the UK and Republic of
Ireland between 2005 and 2010. It also highlights caveats to using these figures to
make like for like comparisons, given the different factors taken into account when they
are collated by the relevant authorities.

2

Statistics

Table 1: Cost per prisoner place in Northern Ireland, England and Wales, Scotland and
the Republic of Ireland

2009-10
2008-09

Northern
Ireland
(£)
78,7504
81,3405

England and
Wales (£)1

Scotland (£)2

Republic of
Ireland (€)3

N/A
30,3706

N/A
31,106

N/A
92,717

1

Her Majesty‟s Prison Service annual reports 2005-2008
www.hmprisonservice.gov.uk/resourcecentre/publicationsdocuments/index.asp?cat=38
2
Scottish Prison Service annual reports 2005-09
www.sps.gov.uk//Default.aspx?DocumentID=67e156ce-a4c9-49f5-a526-0dab421427f6
3
Irish Prison Service annual reports 2005-09 www.irishprisons.ie/Publications-Annual_Reports.htm
4
Forecast figure from NIPS Business Plan 2009/10
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2007-08
2006-07
2005-06

81,254
90,298
85,900

29,561
28,734
28,486

32,358
30,989
30,338

91,800
85,800
85,100

Table 2: Prison statistics for the Northern Ireland Prison Estate
2004/05
2005/06
2006/07
2007/08
Operating
(£k)115,227 (£k)128,333 (£k)135,718
(£k)128,787
Expenditure
)
CNA
1,340
1,494
1,503
1,585
Average no. of
1,277
1,328
1,455
1,473
prisoners
Total staff
(£k)82,090
(£k)87,464
(£k)89,240
(£k)90,961
costs
No. of staff
employed

2,130

2,050

2,104

2008/09
(£k)134,618
1,655
1,492
(£k)95,656

2,186

2,270

CPPP
£85,935
£85,900
£90,298
£81,254
Ratio
1.66
1.54
1.44
1.48
staff:prisoner
Staff costs as
71%
68%
65%
70%
percentage of
Operating
Expenditure
Average staff
£38,539
£42,665
£42,414
£41,610
cost
Sources: NIPS Annual Report and Accounts 220/05 to 2008/09
CNA is the certified normal accommodation which is the notional capacity that an
establishment can hold
*Forecast figure from NIPS Business Plan 2009/10
**Provisional outturn

£81,340
1.52
71%

£42,139

Table 3: Comparison of prison costs between Northern Ireland (NI), Scotland and
Republic of Ireland (RoI)

2008/09
Operating Expenditure

(£k)134,618

(£k) 311,656

(€k)404,167

Total staff costs

(£k) 95,656

(£k)135,936

271,967

2,270

4,007

3,640

71%

44%

67%

£42,139

£33,925

€74,716

Staff employed
Staff costs as % of
operating expenditure
Average staff cost

NI

Scotland

RoI

5

Information between 2005-06 and 2008-09 taken from Northern Ireland Prison Service annual
reports
www.niprisonservice.gov.uk/module.cfm/opt/5/area/Publications/page/publications/archive/false/cid/30
6
National Offender Management Service Annual Report 2008-09: Management Information
Addendum www.justice.gov.uk/publications/docs/noms-annual-report-0809-stats-addendum.pdf,
March 2010
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Average number of
prisoners
Ratio staff to prisoner
Cost per prisoner place
CNA

1,492

7,835

3,544

1.52

0.51

1.02

£81,340

£38,301

€92,717

1,655

8,137

3,817

Source: Northern Ireland Prison Service7, Scottish Prison Service8 and Irish Prison Service9

Table 4: Prison population per 100,000 of population in the UK and Republic of Ireland
Total prison
Estimated
Prison population
population
national
per 100,000 of
(inc. pre-trial
population
population
detainees
(millions)
England and Wales
83,392
54.56
153
Scotland
7893
5.18
152
Northern Ireland
1562
1.78
88
Republic of Ireland
3325
4.39
76
Source: International Centre for Prison Studies, ’World Prison Population List (eighth
edition)10
Table 5: Receptions to Northern Ireland Prisons
All
Foreign Nationals
2006/07
6,464
181
2.8%
2007/08

5,769

291

5%

2008/09

6,109

547

8.9%

Source: Northern Ireland Prison Service – Annual Reports 2006/07, 2007/08 and
2008/09

7

http://www.niprisonservice.gov.uk/module.cfm/opt/5/area/Publications/page/publications/archive/false/
cid/30
8
http://www.sps.gov.uk/MultimediaGallery/efcfee50-5a5a-4f16-87bf-90b6be6534a7.pdf
9
http://www.irishprisons.ie/documents/IPSannualreport2008e_000.pdf
10
www.kcl.ac.uk/depsta/law/research/icps/downloads.php?searchtitle=world+prison&type=0&month=0
&year=0&lang=0&author=&search=Search
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Cost per prisoner place across the UK and Republic of Ireland
Northern Ireland
The Northern Ireland Prison Service (NIPS) is currently responsible for three prisons
– Maghaberry, Magilligan and Hydebank Wood (YOC/Juveniles and Females). Cost
per prisoner place (CPPP) is one of the NIPS key performance targets. In a written
statement to the Northern Ireland Affairs Committee, NIPS stated that “Put simply,
(the CPPP) divides the broad costs of running the organisation by the number of
available cells, to come up with a single figure”11.
Following his appearance before the Committee for Justice on 22 April 2010, the
Minister for Justice, David Ford, wrote to the Committee Chairperson to clarify certain
issues that arose during the course of the meeting. His correspondence, which is
included as an annex to this paper, stated that 'while the CPPP has some validity in
assessing year on year improvements within the organisation, it has less validity
when used to make comparisons with others”12. Comparing NIPS to Her Majesty‟s
Prison Service (HMPS), the Minister stated that:
HMPS is a very large organisation with over 140 different prison
establishments. It can generate significant economies of scale not least by
being able to set up individual establishments to specialise in particular
prisoner types. With only three sites, NIPS faces significant challenges in
dealing effectively and economically with the diverse population of prisoners.13
The letter goes on to outline other factors that contribute to the differences between
Northern Ireland and England and Wales. Some of these are related to the nature of
the prison estate and staffing cost including legacy issues relate to these. Others
relate to how the figure for CPPP is calculated. For example, when calculating its
CPPP, HMPS does not include a number of functions, such as education, that are
funded by other organisations in England and Wales but which NIPS meets the cost
of in Northern Ireland. These are detailed in the letter, an extract of which is attached
at Annex 1.
Furthermore, the Northern Ireland Association for the Care and Resettlement of
Offenders (NIACRO) has stated that:
Comparing cost per prisoner place in Northern Ireland with the figure for
England and Wales was not comparing like with like, as the same
arrangements for use of third party providers did not apply…and the England
and Wales service had not faced the transitional costs that (NIPS) had faced

11

Northern Ireland Affairs Committee „First report: The Northern Ireland Prison Service‟, 12 December 2007
Letter from Minister of Justice to Lord Morrow of Clogher Valley, dated 8 May 2010
13
As above
12
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in moving the service away from the direction that had been necessary during
the…Troubles14.
England and Wales
There are two approaches to calculating the CPPP in England and Wales. The first
includes only those costs borne directly by the prisons, but “excludes expenditure met
at area, regional or national level by HMPS or NOMS (National Offender
Management Service, the body tasked with running the prison and probation services
in England and Wales)”.15 This is the figure used by HMPS to make year-on-year
comparisons.
The second approach includes expenditure met by NOMS and other agencies such
as the Youth Justice Board. NOMS has provided figures on this basis for 2008-09
and 2007-08. When calculated on this basis, the CPPP increased to £45,000 for
2008-09 and £43,000 for 2007-08. These figures include expenditure on public and
private prisons.
Scotland
The Scottish Prison Service excludes the following elements from the calculation of
its CPPP: “notional costs, capital charges, exceptional compensation claims and the
cost of the Escort Contract”.16 As with England and Wales, this is the figure SPS uses
to make year-on-year comparisons. However, for information purposes, it provides an
“actual” average cost per prisoner place which includes capital charges and
exceptional payments. For 2008-09 this worked out at £44,447.
Republic of Ireland
In 2008 the Irish Prison Service (IPS) reviewed its methodology for calculating the
cost of keeping a prisoner. Costs which were not under the direct control of the IPS
were excluded, such as teachers‟ salary costs, as these are not provided for under
the Prison Budget allocation. Using this revised methodology, IPS also provides a
revised figure for 2007 of €85,362, rather than its previously published figure of
€91,800.

4

Commentary
Although there are significant differences between the cost of prison places across
the UK and Republic of Ireland, the figures should be approached with caution when
attempting to make direct comparisons. This is largely due to the fact that the various
bodies charged with the management of prisons compile their figures based on the

14

Northern Ireland Affairs Committee „First report: The Northern Ireland Prison Service‟, 12 December 2007
HC Deb 3 March 2010 c1252
16
Scottish Prison Service, Annual Report and Accounts 2008-09, July 2009
15
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inclusion and exclusion of certain costs depending on whether they are borne directly
by that body, or by other government agencies providing services to the prison. In
addition, in the case of Northern Ireland, it has been argued that the relatively small
prison infrastructure means that the prison authority cannot make savings through
economies of scale. It has also been suggested that the requirement to separate
paramilitary prisoners further reduces the scope for reducing costs, as does the fact
that Maghaberry is a maximum security prison, and all those detained, no matter the
severity of the sentence, are treated as maximum security prisoners. An Inspection
report on Maghaberry by HM Chief Inspector of Prisons and the Chief Inspector of
Criminal Justice in Northern Ireland found concluded that “this degree of security is
not necessary for many prisoners, such as fine defaulters and other short term
prisoners. If other accommodation existed, the needs of these prisoners could be
catered for more economically and more effectively in a less secure facility”17.
Furthermore, the Prison Officers‟ Association for Northern Ireland, in a submission to
the Northern Ireland Affairs Committee criticised NIPS for, in its view, using the CPPP
as an excuse to disguise other inadequacies:
In all of their submissions to the Prisons Review Board, and to anyone who
would listen, management said that the reason for the CPPP being so high in
Northern Ireland was because of the years of the Troubles which led to high
salaries for prison officers compared to other jurisdictions in the UK. This has
always been management‟s excuse for its incompetence18.
In their submission to the same Committee, the HM Chief Inspector of Prisons and
the Chief Inspector of Criminal justice Northern Ireland said that “On any comparison
the Northern Ireland Prison Service is extremely costly”19.
The Northern Ireland Affairs Committee stated its concerns “that the Northern Ireland
figures include the costs of running the separated regime, despite the
recommendation of our predecessor Committee that the costs of running the
separated regime should be kept separate. We believe that this distorts the overall
measurement of cost per prisoner place for the Northern Ireland Prisoner Service20. In
a submission to the Committee for Justice, NIPS stated that it was “focused on
bringing its costs more into line with the costs of other Prison Services while reflecting
our own unique circumstances…and over the period of (the Comprehensive
Spending Review 2007) efficiency measures across the Prison Service delivered
savings in the region of £28m”21. The submission goes on to say that more
efficiencies will be delivered in the coming years through a modernisation programme
aimed at reorganising the way the Prison Service operates.

17

Belfast Telegraph, „Average prisoner costs £86,000 annually, retrieved 16 June 2010
Northern Ireland Affairs Committee „First report: The Northern Ireland Prison Service‟, 12 December 2007
19
As above
20
As above
21
Northern Ireland Prison Service submission to the Committee for Justice, 5 May 2010
18
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Whilst comparing the CPPP across areas and indeed across prisons may present
problems, comparison of the same area over time is more straightforward. In this
regard, an official from the Department of Justice told the Justice Committee that:
the Prison Service‟s cost per prisoner place has reduced by nearly 13% since
2007, from just over £90,000 to less than £78,000. That means that the
prison system still costs almost twice as much as its equivalent in England
and Wales. However, given the much smaller scale in which our Prison
Service operates, that represents credible progress over the past couple of
years. In addition, 230 new prison places have been provided, and a further
140 are planned.

It should be noted, however, that the expenditure figure for 2006-07 is higher in
comparison with other years because new accommodation at Maghaberry which was
due to be built around this time was postponed, thus impacting on the CPPP. Using
the 2005-06 CPPP as the baseline would have produced a 9% reduction and using
the 2007-08 CPPP as the base would have produced a 4% reduction.
Providing evidence to the Justice Committee, an official from the Department of
Justice advised that 'To get a step change in cost reductions in the Prison Service
would require significant investment in infrastructure and, perhaps, staff structuring'.
In terms of the reduction in CPPP over recent years, it should be noted that this
appears to have resulted from an increase in the CNA rather than a reduction in
expenditure. Indeed, whilst the CPPP has been reducing over recent years, overall
staff costs have continued to increase.
June 2010
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Annex 1 – correspondence from the Minister for Justice to the Chairman
of the Committee for Justice, 8 May 2010
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